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 Shiraz School of Architecture was established in the 13th to 15th Centuries, because of 

the rich cultural and artistic history of Fars and relative safety of Shiraz (the capital of 

Fars province) during the Ilkhanid and Timurid periods. But the occurrence of different 
natural disasters has left few of the architectural works of these periods and thus our 

knowledge of the characteristics of this school is very limited. The purpose of the 

current research is to recognize the characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture. 
Therefore 13 similar buildings of Shiraz and other areas of Fars province in the 13 th to 

15th Centuries have been selected. Then the characteristics of each building are 

represented and their common characteristics in terms of architecture and architectural 
ornaments are sorted. Finally, these common characteristics are discussed and hence the 

characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture with regard to two categories of 

architecture and ornaments are presented.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Shiraz was kept safe from the violence of the Mongols’ war and the destructive attacks of Timur, due to the 

wisely manner of the rulers of the time in Shiraz. Therefore, this city was considered as one of the least safe 

cities, during the 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries, which was a proper place for the artistic society of that time. This 

condition caused an artistic school, which now called Shiraz School of Art, to be established with relation to the 

artistic precedent of Shiraz. (Doroudian, 2008) A branch of this school of art is Shiraz School of Architecture. 

Shiraz has been a developed city with large number of different significant architectural works during these 

three centuries. But the occurrence of eleven destructive earthquakes and floods (Wilber, 2008, p. 16) has left 

very few of the buildings of this period in the city. However, the characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture 

can be identified through the few left buildings in this city and other areas of Fars. Pirnia (2008a) in “Stylistics 

of Iranian Architecture” has named the ruling style in Iranian architecture during the 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries, as 

Azeri Style and believes that this style is made through a composition of Azerbaijan architecture with local styles 

of the center and the South of Iran. (p.207) Shiraz, the capital of Fars province, was the most important city in 

the South of Iran in those times. Now this question is raised; what are the characteristics of Fars architecture, 

which is called Shiraz School of Architecture, during the 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries? The present study can identify 

some of the characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture.  

 

Methodology:  

 Selecting the works for studying them is based on the definition and way of identification of a specific 

school of art. The term “school” in art refers to a group of artists who work under the influence of a specific 

artist or whose works have common characteristics since they come from a particular city or area or since they 

use a similar local style. (Clark, 2010, p. 263) The main signs of the variety of schools are thoroughly visual 

modes and whoever is eager to understand a special school can do it only through one method in one way and 

that is through looking keenly into the artwork. (Seyyed Sadr, 2004, p. 601) Therefore, the buildings are studied 

in this manner: First, the characteristics of 13 buildings of Shiraz and other areas of Fars during the 13
th

 to 15
th
 

Centuries, which seem to be similar, are presented. The information and the characteristics which are presented 

for each building originated from study of the sources introduced for each building, field studies and analysis of 

the visual documents. Here it has been tried to find the visual documents of Shiraz buildings that are, to the 
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possible extent, indicating the shape of buildings before the occurrence of destructive earthquakes and the 

reconstructions in Qajarid period, and represented characteristics refer to those periods of time. The information 

presented for each building includes: location, the date of construction, the characteristics of architecture, the 

characteristics of architectural ornaments and visual documents. (Characteristics of architecture are related to 

plan, architectural elements and the materials used in the building; characteristics of ornaments are related to the 

kind of ornament, technique of ornament and the materials used.) Then, the common characteristics of these 

buildings with regard to architecture and architectural ornaments are discussed.  

 

Architectural Works: 

1. Masjid-i now (The New Mosque). Shiraz. 1218 A.D./615 A.H: 

 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Columned-hall plan without dome (which later on was turned to four-ivani by removing some of the 

columns), Columned-hall with Stone columns, Green space in the courtyard. (Images 1 and 2) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments: 

  The ornaments of the building are done during the recent centuries.  

 (Parsaei et al. 2009; Kamali Sarvestani, 2005, p. 373 and 374; Masjid-i no, The record document, no.73, 

Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization)  

 

 
 

Image 1: Masjid-i no. Source: The record document, No.73, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism 

Organization.  

 
 

Image 2: The South Columned-hall of Masjid-i no. Source: ibid.  

 

2. Shahcheragh Mausoleum. Shiraz. 13
th

 A.D./7
th

 A.H. Century and 1343 A.D. / 744 A.H: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

Cruciform plan, Minarets located in two sides of the tag end of the façade, Ribbed dome upon the cylinder, 

Discrete two-layered dome. (Images 3-5) 

The Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 The ornaments of the building are done during the recent centuries. 

(Afsar, 1995, p.72; Pourabdollah, 2010, p.171-176; Pirnia, 2008b, p.328; Wilber, 1986, p.115) 
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Image 3: The Image of Shahcheragh mausoleum, after reconstructions in Qajarid period. (by Dieulafoy). 

Source: Pirnia, 2008b, p.329.  

 

 
 

Image 4: A design of the 72-ribs dome of Shahcheragh mausoleum in the 14th century (by Foshati). Source: 

Sami, Shiraz. As cited in Parsaei: 2009. 

 

3. Seyyed Mirmohammad Mausoleum. Shiraz. 13
th

 A.D. / 7
th

 A.H. Century:  

 Characteristics of Architecture: Cruciform plan, Ribbed dome upon the cylinder, Discrete two-layered 

dome. (Image 5) 

 Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments: The ornaments of the building are done during the recent 

centuries. 

  (Afsar, 1995, p.81;  Pirnia, 2008b, p.328). 

 

4. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani Mausoleum. Sarvestan. 1281-1349 A.D. / 680-750 A.H: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Square four- arched plan, Binary domes, Arches over the stone columns, Stone architecture (composed with 

brick architecture), Toronbeh cornering. (Image 6). 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Star tiles with metal polish and cruciform tiles, Mosaic tile, Stone façade, Stone stepped muqarnas, Sols 

inscription (lithography), Masonry calligraphy (lithography), Arabesque ornaments (lithography), Toranj 

(lithography), Geometric ornaments (lithography). (Images 7-9) 

 (Kamali Sarvestani, 2005, p. 99; Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, The record document, no.318, Iran 

Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.) 
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Image 5: Shahcheragh and Seyyed Mirmohammad mausoleums, before the recent reconstructions. Source: 

Pirnia, 2008b, p.328. 

 

 
 

Image 6: Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, entrance gate. Source: www.archnet.org/library. 

 

 
 

Image 7: Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Stone muqarnas. Source: ibid.  

 

 
 

Image 8: Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, lithograph of the arches with arabesque design. Source: ibid.   
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Image 9: Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, lithograph of the arches with geometric design. Source: ibid.  

 

5. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani Mausoleum and Monastery. Kazeroun. 1310 A.D. / 710 A.H: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Cruciform plan (in the central dome and mausoleum), The dome of the mausoleum located in the back of 

the central dome (Binary domes), Stone architecture. (Images 10 and 11) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Stone façade, Stone stepped muqarnas, Arabesque ornaments (lithography), Mosaic tiles, Stucco 

decorations, Painting over the stucco. (Image 12) 

 (Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum, The record document, no.1598, Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.) 

 

 
 

Image 10: Seyyed Amin el-din mausoleum. Source: The record  document, No.1598. Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.  

 

 
 

Image 11: Seyyed Amin el-din mausoleum, Plan. Source: ibid. 
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Image 12: Seyyed Amin el-din mausoleum, Stone stepped Muqarnas. Source: ibid. 

 

6. Danial Minaret. Khonj. 1311 A.D. / 711 A.H: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Stone architecture (composed with brick architecture), Octagonal stone based- minaret with cylindrical 

shaft. (Image 13) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments: 

 Stone façade, Toranj (lithography), Sols inscription (lithography), mu’aqqali, Masonry calligraphy 

(mu’aqqali), Geometric ornaments (mu’aqqali) Toranj (lithography). (Image 14) 

 (Adjunct minaret to Sheikh Danial Khonji mausoleum, The record document, no.975, Iran Cultural 

Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.)  

 

 
 

Left: Image 13: Sheikh Danial Minaret. Source: Adjunct minaret to Sheikh Danial Khonji mausoleum, The 

record document, no.975, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization. 

 

 
 

Bottom: Image 14: Sheikh Daniel Minaret, The ornaments and inscriptions. Source: ibid. 
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7. Khoday Khaneh (beyt al-mus’haf) and the Remnants of The Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz. Shiraz. 1351 to 15
th
 

A.D. / 752 to 9
th

 A.H. Century: 

 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Stone architecture, Arches over the stone columns (in Khoday Khaneh), Minarets located over the all four 

sides of the building (in Khoday Khaneh), Galleries in the two sides of the ivan, Artificial two-floor arches 

around the courtyard, Columned-hall plan without dome (four-ivani), Green space in the courtyard, 

Sekonjcornering. (Images 15-17) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Stone façade, Painting on stucco (sols inscription), Sols inscription (lithography), Stone and tile mosaics, 

Arabesque ornaments (lithography and stucco), mu’aqqali, Masonry calligraphy (mu’aqqali), Mosaic tile, 

Stucco decorations, Toranj (lithography), multi-ribbed star mosaics (tiles in unglazed clay). (Images 16 and 18) 

 (Parsaei et al, 2009; Glombek and Wilber, 1995, p.578; Wilber 1986, p.197; Wilber, 2008, p.33, 35, 50 and 

55) 

 
 

Image 15: The Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz, the west ivan before the reconstructions. Source: Wilber, 2008, p.47. 

 

 
 

Image 16: The Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz, Khoday Khaneh, Source: www.archnet.org/library 

 
Image 17: The Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz, plan. Source: Wilber 2008, p.75. 
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Image 18: The Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz, stucco decorations, before the reconstructions. Source: ibid, p.34. 

 

8. Baghdadi Mosque. Shiraz. 1366 A.D. / 768 A.H:  

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Columned-hall plan without dome (one-ivani), Columned-hall with stone columns, Green space in the 

courtyard. (Image 19) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Sols inscription (lithography), Masonry calligraphy (lithography), Arabesque ornaments (lithography), 

Toranj (lithography), The other ornaments are done during the recent centuries. (Image 20) 

 (Baghdadi mosque, The record document, no.2961, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism 

Organization.) 

 

 
 

Image 19: Baghdadi Mosque, plan. Source: The record document, no.2961, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts 

     and Tourism Organization. 

 

9. Abesh Khatoun Mausoleum. Shiraz. 14
th

 A.D. / 8
th

 A.H. Century: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Brick architecture, cruciform plan. (Image 21 and 22) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 The ornaments of the building are done during the recent centuries.  

 (Atabak’s daughter Abesh Khatoon mausoleum, The record document, no.76, Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.) 
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Image 20: Baghdadi Mosque, sanctuary. Source: ibid. 

 

 
 

Image 21: Abesh Khatoon mausoleum, plan. Source: Atabak’s daughter Abesh Khatoon mausoleum, The 

record document, no.76, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization. 

 
Image 22: Abesh Khatoon mausoleum. Source: www.archnet.org/library. 

 

10.  Sheikh Khalifeh Mausoleum. Khafr. 14
th

 A.D. / 8
th

 A.H. Century: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Square four-arched plan with circumambient corridors, Stone architecture (mixed with brick architecture), 

Dome over the cylinder, toronbeh cornering. (Images 23, 24) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Stucco interior space, Paintinging on stucco (arabesque ornaments), Stucco muqarnas, Stone façade, Mosaic 

tiles, Hexagonal tiles at the plinth of wall, Arabesque ornaments (painting on stucco and mosaic tile), Toranj 

(lithography), Sols inscription (lithography and mosaic tile), ridged sanctuary. (Image 25)  

 (Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, The record document, no.6783, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and 

Tourism Organization; Glombek and Wilber, 1995, p.557 and 558) 
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Image 23: Khalifeh mausoleum, plan. Source: Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, The record document, no.6783, 

Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization. 

 

 
 

Image 24: Khalifeh mausoleum, plan. Source: ibid. 

 

 
 

Image 25: Khalifeh mausoleum, sanctuary. Source: Mirza Abolghasemi, 2009. 

 

11. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm Mausoleum. Khonj. 14
th

 A.D. / 8
th

 A.H. Century: 

 Characteristics of Architecture: Octagonal plan, Stone architecture, Dome over the cylinder. (Images 26 

and 27) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments: 

 Stone façade, Sols inscription (lithography), Painting on stucco, Stucco muqarnas, Mosaic tiles, Stone and 

tile mosaics, Mu’aqqali, Masonry calligraphy (mu’aqqali), Geometric ornaments (mu’aqqali), Arabesque 

ornaments (mosaic tiles). (Image 28) 

 (Sheikh Haj Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum, The record document, no.2317, Iran Cultural Heritage, 

Handcrafts and Tourism Organization; Kamali Sarvestani, 2005, p.98 and 99) 
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Image 26: Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum, plan. Source: Sheikh Haj Mohammad Abounajm 

mausoleum, The record document, no.2317, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism 

Organization. 
 

 
 

Left: Image 27. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum, source: ibid. 

 

 
 

Image 28: Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum, Portal. Source:  www.behrah.com 

 

12. Sheikh Shoayb Mausoleum. Khonj. 14
th

 A.D. / 8
th

 A.H. Century: 

Characteristics of Architecture:  

 Stone architecture, Cruciform plan, Dome over the cylinder, Discrete two-layered dome, A plexus of arches 

for covering the inner dome, toronbeh cornering. 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 Stucco interior space, Stone façade. (Images 30 and 31) 

 (Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum, The record document, no.2618, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and 

Tourism Organization; Kamali Sarvestani, 1384, p.378 and 379). 
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Image 29: Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum, plan. Source: Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum, The record document, 

no.2618, Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization. 

 

 
 

Image 30: Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum, Source: ibid. 

 

 
 

Image 31: Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum, cornering for the dome. Source: ibid. 

 

13. Mansourieh Madrasa Shiraz. 1478 A.D. / 883 A.H:  

Characteristics of Architecture: 

  Entrance complex, Cruciform plan (At the entrance). (Image 32) 

 

Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments:  

 The ornaments of the building are done during the recent centuries. 

 (Kamali Sarvestani, 1384, p. 348 and 349; Mansourieh Madrasa, The record document, no.958, Iran 

Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts and Tourism Organization.) 
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Image 32: Mansourieh Madrasa, plan. Source: Authors. 

 

Results: 

 Table 1, indicates the common characteristics of architecture in Fars buildings. These characteristics are 

related to architectural plan, architectural elements and structure as well as building materials.  

 
Table 1: The common characteristics of Fars Buildings. 

 Characteristics of Architecture Name of the Building 

1 Columned-hall plan without dome 1. Masjid-i now. 2. Masjid-i Atigh. 3. Baghdadi mosque 

2 Cruciform plan 1. Shahcheragh mausoleum. 2. Seyyed Mirmohammad 

mausoleum. 3. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 4. Abesh 
Khatoun mausoleum. 5. Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 6. 

Mansourieh madrasa. 

3 Square four-arched plan 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 2. Sheikh Khalifeh 

mausoleum. 

4 Octagonal plan 1. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

5 Binary domes 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 2. Seyyed Amin el-din 

Belyani mausoleum. 

6 Entrance complex Mansourieh madrasa. 

7 Green space within the courtyard 1. Masjid-i now. 2. Masjid-i Atigh. 3. Baghdadi mosque 

8 Ribbed dome 1. Shahcheragh mausoleum. 2. Seyyed Mirmohammad 

mausoleum. 

9 Dome over the Cylinder 1. Shahcheragh mausoleum. 2. Seyyed Mirmohammad 
mausoleum. 3. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 4. Sheikh 

Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 5. Sheikh Shoayb 

mausoleum. 

10 Discrete two-layered dome Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

11 Toronbeh Cornering 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 2. Sheikh Khalifeh 

mausoleum. 3. Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

12 Sekonj (pendentive arch)  cornering Masjid-i Atigh. 

13 A plexus of arches for covering the inner dome Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

14 Artificial two-floor courtyard Masjid-i Atigh. 

15 Galleries in two sides of the ivan Masjid-i Atigh. 

16 Minarets in two or four sides of the building 1. Shahcheragh mausoleum.  2. Khoday khaneh of the Masjid-i 

Atigh. 

17 Arches over cylindrical stone columns 1. Masjid-i now. 2. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 3. 
Khoday khaneh of the Masjid-i Atigh. 4. Baghdadi mosque. 

18 Octagonal stone based- minaret with cylindrical shaft Danial Minaret. 

19 Stone architecture 1. Sheikh yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 2. Seyyed Amin el-din 

Belyani mausoleum. 3. Danial Minaret.  4. Masjid-i Atigh. 5. 
Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 6. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm 

mausoleum. 7. Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

20 Brick architecture Abesh Khatoun mausoleum. 

 

 The common characteristics of architectural ornaments in Fars buildings will be presented in table 2. These 

characteristics are related to kind of ornament, technique of ornament and its materials.  

 

Discussion:  

 The results obtained from the common characteristics of architecture in Fars buildings based on table 1, will 

be discussed as follows: 

1. All the three studied mosques have Columned-hall plan without dome. All of these mosques are located in 

Shiraz. Masjid-i now has been a Columned-hall kind which later on was changed to a four-ivani by removing 

some of the columns. Masjid-i Atigh is a four-ivani one while Baghdadi mosque is a one-ivani one. This 

indicates that the number of ivans does not follow a specific pattern but the common characteristic of all these 

mosques is the lack of the element of dome and their Columned-hall pattern.  
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Table 2: Common Characteristics of Architectural Decorations if Fars Buildings. 

 Characteristics of 

architectural ornaments 

Name of the building Explanations 

1 Arabesque ornaments 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 

3. Masjid-i Atigh. 
4. Baghdadi mosque. 

5. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 

 
6. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

Lithography 

Lithography 

Lithography and Stucco 
Lithography 

Painting on stucco and mosaic tile 

Mosaic tile 

2 Geometric ornaments 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Danial Minaret. 
3. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

Lithography 

Mu’aqqali 
Mu’aqqali 

3 Toranj 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Danial Minaret. 

3. Khoday khaneh of the Masjid-i Atigh. 
4. Baghdadi mosque. 

5. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 

Lithography 

Lithography 

Lithography 
Lithography 

Lithography 

 

4 Hexagonal tiles at the 

plinth of wall 

Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum.  

5 Star tiles with metal polish 

and cruciform tiles 

Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum.  

6 multi-ribbed star mosaics Masjid-i Atigh. Tile in unglazed clay 

7 Stone stepped muqarnas 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum 

2. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 

 

8 Stucco muqarnas 1. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 
2. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

 

9 Sols inscription 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Danail Minaret 
3. Masjid-i Atigh. 

 

4. Baghdadi mosque. 
5. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 

 

6. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

Lithography 

Lithography 
Lithography and painting on 

stucco 

Lithography 
Lithography and mosaic tile 

Lithography 

10 Masonry calligraphy 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 
2. Danial Minaret. 

3. Masjid-i Atigh. 

4. Baghdadi Mosque. 
5. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

Lithography 
Mu’aqqali 

Muaqqali 

Lithography 
Mu’aqqali 

11 Ridged sanctuary Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum.  

12 Stone façade 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 
3. Danial Minaret. 

4. Masjid-i Atigh. 

5. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 
6. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

7. Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

 

13 Stucco interior space 1 .Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 
2. Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum. 

 

14 Stucco decoration 1 .Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 

2. Masjid-i Atigh. 

 

15 Painting on stucco 1. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 
2. Masjid-i Atigh. 

3. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 

4. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

-- 
Sols inscription 

Arabesque 

-- 

16 Mosaic tile 1. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

2. Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum. 

3. Masjid-i Atigh. 
4. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum. 

5. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

 

17 Stone and tile mosaics 1. Khoday khaneh of the Masjid-i Atigh. 

2. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

 

18 Mu’aqqali 1. Danial minaret. 

2. Masjid-i Atigh. 

3. Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum. 

 

 

2. Based on the second row, from the thirteen presented buildings, 6 buildings have cruciform plan. Five of 

these buildings are mausoleums. Even in the sixth building which is Mansourieh Madrasa, the cruciform plan is 

devoted to the place where the mausoleum of the sponsor of the madrasa is located. The third and fourth rows 

indicate that two mausoleums have square four arched plan and one mausoleum has octagonal plan. Throughout 

the history there has been only two major kinds of burial chambers; tower-like and square mausoleum with 
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dome, and also Hazira or complex of mausoleum. (Hillenbrand, 2007, p. 70) in Shiraz School of architecture 

only square one with dome generally with cruciform plan has been noticed. Only three of them have non-

cruciform plan; Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum with octagonal plan, Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, 

four-arched with the circumambient corridors, and Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum in the form of four-

arched. 

3. Entrance complex of Mansourieh madrasa is connected to the tomb of the sponsor of the madrasa and a 

madras from two sides of the entrance. O’kane (2007) considers the construction of such entrance complexes as 

the creation of the mind of Ghavamoddin Shirazi, the famous Timurid period architect in Khorasan; these 

complexes first appeared in Gazurgah mausoleum and then Khargerd madrasa which were never seen in any of 

the buildings including any of the madrasas before and after Ghavamoddin in Khorasan. Although Mansourieh 

madrasa was built after Timurid period and during the period of Aq Qoyunlus in Fars, with regard to the Shirazi 

origin of Ghavamoddin the architect, one can assume that building the entrance complexes has been a tradition 

that he has taken from Shiraz to Khorasan province.  

4. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani and Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleums have two domes one after another. Such 

kind of space organization is very rare in Iran. Only after almost a century after the construction of these two 

buildings, Khajeh Ahmad Yasyawi’s mausoleum, Goharshad Mosque in Harat and Mozaffarieh Mosque in 

Tabriz were built with Binary domes.  

5. All the three introduced mosques have a green space in their courtyard. There is a painting of Masjid-i Atigh 

left by Behzad, the well-known painter in Timurid period, who has portrayed a picture of a tree in its courtyard. 

The existence of trees in the courtyard of a mosque is a rare phenomenon but apparently it has been a popular 

tradition in Shiraz. (Image 33) 

6. According to rows 8, 9, and 10, two of the buildings have had ribbed dome in the past and five of the 

buildings have domes over the cylinder. Among them Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum dome is two-layered. Among 

the introduced buildings, the only domes without cylinder are the domes of Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. 

Since most of the domes are demolished and two of them are reconstructed, those are, the domes of 

Shahcheragh and Seyyed Mirmohammad mausoleums, it is not known exactly how many of them have been 

ribbed or two-layered domes. But Asadi et al’s study (2013) on the paintings of Shiraz school indicates the 

abundance of ribbed domes in representation of architectural spaces in Shiraz. The first example of two-layered 

ribbed dome which is placed over the cylinder is built by the architects of Ahmad Yasyawi’s mausoleum in 

Turkistan. (Glombek and Wilber, 1995, p. 106 and 255) Yet the dome of Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum is made 

earlier than this with the same characteristics except the fact that it is not known whether it has been a ribbed 

dome or not.  The important point is that all of the buildings in the construction of which a dome has been used 

are mausoleums. It is only Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum has had a huge dome over its hall which is 

destroyed.  

7. As it could be traced from the structure of the buildings, Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Sheikh Shoayb 

mausoleum and Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum have toronbeh cornering for building the dome. Besides, there 

could be seen a Sekonj (pendentive arch) cornering in Masjid-i Atigh and a plexus of arches for covering the 

inner dome in Sheikh Shoayb mausoleum.  

8. Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz has a two-floor arching on one side of the courtyard and two galleries on two sides of 

the ivan. While behind this arching, that two-floor columned-hall which is expected to be noticeable could not 

be noticed. This kind of arching is in order to heighten aesthetic values. Furthermore, according to the painting 

of Masjid-i Atigh (image 33) it is made for viewing the events happening in the courtyard. Since severe 

earthquakes happened in Shiraz during Qajarid period and thus due to the destruction and reconstruction of the 

buildings for that reason, there is not information about the style of arches surrounded the courtyard of other 

mosques. 

9. Shahcheragh mausoleum has two short minarets on two sides of the main façade and the Khoday khaneh of 

Masjid-i Atigh has four short minarets on its four sides. It seems that the tradition of placing four minarets on 

four sides of the building has a deep root in Fars. Image 34 indicates the plan of a mosque left from bouyid 

period in Bishapour which has four minarets surrounding it.  

10. In four buildings including the Masjidi-i now, Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Khoday khaneh of 

Masjid-i Atigh and Baghdadi mosque, the arches are placed over cylindrical stone columns. Two of these 

techniques of making buildings are related to the columned-halls of two mosques out of the three introduced 

mosques. 

11. Danial minaret which is the only left minaret from the 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries has an octagonal base of 

lithographic stone and cylindrical shaft made of stone and brick. 
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Image 33: Masjid-i Atigh of Shiraz; A painting from  16
th

 A.D. /10
th

  A.H. Century. Source Azhand, 2010, 2, p. 

548. 

 
 

Image 34: A mosque belonging to Bouyid period, Bishapour. Source: Pirnia, 2008, p. 117. 

 

12. Seven of the thirteen introduced buildings in the present research are made by stone. Among them, Sheikh 

Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Danial minaret, Masjid-i Atigh and Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum are mixed with 

brick architecture especially in their domes. The architecture of one of these buildings, that is, Abesh Khatoon 

mausoleum, is thoroughly made of brick. The primary materials of other buildings are unrecognizable due to the 

recent reconstructions. Mixture of stone architecture with brick architecture and construction of an important 

building with brick indicate the fact that besides stone architecture, brick architecture has also been popular 

during this period in Shiraz. 

 The results obtained from the recognition of common characteristics of architectural ornaments in Fars 

buildings, based on table 2, are presented as follows: 

1. Among the thirteen introduced buildings, six buildings have arabesque ornaments. In four cases these 

ornaments are in the form of lithography and two cases in the form of mosaic tile. One of the cases is stucco 

decoration and another one is painting on stucco. 

2. Three buildings have geometric ornaments. These ornaments in Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum are in the 

form of lithography and in Danial minaret and Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum are in the form of 

mu’aqqali. 

3. Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Danial minaret, Khoday khaneh of Masjid-i Atigh, Baghdadi mosque 

and Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum are the five buildings which are decorated with Toranj decorations in the form 

of lithography.  

4. Hexagonal tiles which are used in the plinth of Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, is the only example of such 

ornament before Khajeh Ahmad Yasyawi mausoleum which is made by Shirazi architects (Glombek and Wilber 

1995, p. 106). Probably they have taken this technique of decoration to the Middle Asia with themselves. In 

Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum a special kind of star tiles with metal glaze has been utilized which has been 

popular to be used in other areas of Iran as well. The mosaics of multi-ribbed star made of tile in unglazed clay 

in Masjid-i Atigh, is one of the techniques that became popular during Timurid period.  
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5. There are two kinds of muqarnas in Fars buildings during 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries; first is stucco muqarnas in 

Sheikh Khalifeh and Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleums, and the other is stone stepped muqarnas in 

Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani and Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleums that is very rare to build in Iran.  

6. Six buildings have Sols inscriptions in the form lithography. Besides in Masjid-i Atigh Sols inscription could 

be traced in the form of painting on stucco and in Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, in the form of mosaic tile. Such 

an inclination towards circular lines as well as inclination towards arabesque curved ornaments indicates the 

aesthetic inclination of Shiraz school architects towards curved and soft lines. 

7. Five buildings have masonry calligraphy ornament. These decorations are in the form of lithography in 

Baghdadi mosque and Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum. In Danial minaret, Masjid-i Atigh and Sheikh Mohammad 

Abounajm mausoleum they appear in the form of mu’aqqali technique. 

8. Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum has a ridged sanctuary. Such technique of building sanctuaries is very rare in 

Iran; an example of it could be viewed in Goharshad mosque in Mashhad which was made a few decades later 

by Ghavamoddin Shirazi. 

9. All of the seven buildings which recognized to be of stone architecture are decorated with trimed stone on the 

exterior. But about the inner view of the building, having the abundant reconstructions, it could be said, only 

Sheikh Khalifeh and Sheikh Shoayb mausoleums, have the inner views that widely covered by stucco. 

Furthermore, in Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum and Masjid-i Atigh stucco decoration technique has 

been utilized for their inner views. Also the painting on stucco technique could be seen in four buildings 

include: Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum, Masjid-i Atigh, Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum, and Sheikh 

Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum.  

10. Mosaic tile technique has been utilized for five buildings; Sheikh Yusof Sarvestani mausoleum, Seyyed Amin 

el-din Belyani mausoleum, Masjid-i Atigh, Sheikh Khalifeh mausoleum and Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm 

mausoleum. According to the numerous destructions in the buildings of that time, such a number includes a 

great percentage of the buildings. Moreover, a very unique technique; stone and tile mosaics, could be detected 

in Khoday khaneh of Masjid-i Atigh and Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum.  

11. Danial minaret, Masjid-i Atigh and Sheikh Mohammad Abounajm mausoleum are the three buildings which 

mu’aqqali technique has been utilized for decorating them. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The purpose of this research is to recognize the characteristics of Shiraz school of architecture by 

introducing the common characteristics of Fars buildings during the 13
th

 to 15
th

 Centuries. The results of these 

studies in two sections of architecture and architectural ornaments will be presented as follows: 

 

1. Characteristics of Architecture: 

A) Kind of plan; 

- The plan of the mosques in Shiraz School of architecture is columned-hall without domes but it does not 

follow a special pattern in the number of ivans and thus it could be without any ivan, or one-ivani or four-ivani.  

- Architecture of mausoleums in Shiraz School of Architecture is only in the form of square with a dome which 

generally (6 buildings) follows a cruciform plan. Four-arched plan has been devoted to two buildings and 

octagonal plan to one building.  

- Constructing the Binary domes for mausoleums and mausoleum-monastery buildings (like what can be seen in 

Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani mausoleum) is one of the characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture. 

- Building an entrance complex in the entrance of madrasa is a characteristic of this architectural school.  

- In the courtyard of the mosques in Shiraz there is a green space (tree). 

 

B) Architectural elements: 

- The element of dome, except one case (in the hall of Seyyed Amin el-din Belyani monastery) is only utilized in 

the architecture of mausoleums. One can say that the characteristic of dome in Shiraz school of architecture is 

discrete two-layered dome which is placed over the cylinder. Probably the ribbed outer layer of the dome is one 

of the characteristics of this school as well. Furthermore, for cornering of the domes toronbeh cornering is 

generally used. 

- Two-floor arching and building of a gallery on two sides of the ivan in the courtyard of the mosque is another 

characteristic of this school which is done only for aesthetic purposes and for making a space for viewing 

different events happening in the courtyard of the mosque.  

- Another characteristic of Shiraz School of architecture is using two minarets on two sides of the main façade 

or four minarets on four sides of the building.  

- Placing arches over the stone cylindrical columns in the columned-hall of the mosques, mausoleums and 

symbolic buildings is another characteristic of this school. 

- The only remaining minaret has an octagonal base made of stone, with a cylindrical shaft that some part of the 

shaft is made of stone and the rest is made of brick.  
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C) Materials utilized in the architecture: 

- The major part of the buildings in Shiraz school of architecture is built by stone, though in four cases of this 

stone architecture it is composited with brick architecture for building the domes. One important building, that is 

Abesh Khatoon mausoleum, is made by brick material. This indicates the fact that architects of Shiraz have been 

familiar with advanced techniques of brick architecture as well.  

 

2. Characteristics of Architectural Ornaments: 

A) Kind of ornaments: 

- According to the abundance of Arabesque ornaments, Totanj and Sols inscriptions, these three ornaments can 

be considered as characteristics of Shiraz school of architecture which is emblematic of aesthetic inclination of 

the architects of this school towards circular and curved lines. 

- The use of geometric ornaments and masonry calligraphy which has geometric nature devotes the second rank 

to itself in terms of the abundance of its use in Shiraz architecture. 

- Utilizing hexagonal tiles in the plinth of wall, building ridged sanctuary and stone stepped muqarnas are 

particular characteristics of ornaments in Shiraz School of architecture. 

- In this school there are such ornaments as star tile with metal polish and stucco muqarnas which has been 

widely utilized in other parts of Iran as well. Besides, a special kind of ornament in the form of multi-ribbed star 

tile in unglazed clay is applied in the ornaments of Shiraz School of Architecture which is the characteristic of 

Timurid architecture. Perhaps it has been transferred to Timurid architecture by Shirazi architects. 

 

B) Techniques and the materials of ornaments: 

- Stone façade and utilizing lithography are the most popular techniques in architectural ornaments in Shiraz 

School of Architecture.  

- The technique of mosaic tile, after lithography, devotes the second rank to itself in terms of its abundance in 

Shiraz School of Architecture. Moreover, a very specific technique, stone and tile mosaics, has been detected in 

this school. These two techniques could be the specific characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture.  

- Covering the interior of building with stucco and Painting on stucco and Stucco decoration techniques devote 

the third rank themselves in Shiraz School of Architecture (5 buildings). Accrding to the reconstructions it could 

be one of the characteristics of Shiraz School of Architecture.  

- Only in three buildings mu’aqqali technique has been applied which does not indicate the large number of 

utilizing this technique. 
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